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Dear readers,
automated mobility is the hot topic of the mobility sector. The development already
influences parts of our mobility behaviour and holds great potential for future changes. That
is why a lively debate is so important: to foster the benefits rather than the negative
outcomes. As part of the global citizens debate on automated mobility, AustriaTech supports
the dialogue in five Austrian cities this april.The dialogue takes place in more than 20 cities
of Europe and North America, thus an international comparision of all the results can be
made. With this months Newsletter we provide useful information for the discussion.
Enjoy reading, your AustriaTech-Editorial Team!

Be quick! ITS World Congress: Registration closes on 8 march 2019
Have you already booked your partner stand at the
ITS World Congress 2019 in Singapore? The first of
the 120m2 at our joint stand have already been
reserved. Use the chance for international networking.
Register now! >>> more
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Gobal citizen's debate on automated mobility
The mobility system is changing.Therefore a global
citizen's debate on automated mobility in about 20
cities in Europe and North America will aks for the
opinions and needs of the citizens. Austria will take
part with discussions in Vienna, Salzburg, Linz, Graz
and Pörtschach. >>> more
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To what extent is my vehicle already automated?
The "5 Levels of Driving Automation" help to better
understand and correctly use the terms related to
automated mobility. We have summarized them briefly
and comprehensibly for you. >>> more
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Ciao, Bergamo! SHAREPLACE presents intermodal concepts
The problem of regional accessibility of public
transport often lies in the lack of interconnectedness
of the various means of transport. The Interreg project
SHAREPLACE addresses this problem. On 28.3. the
latest results of the project will be presented in
Bergamo. Register and travel to Italy! >>> more
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How to foster the positive outcomes of automated mobility
What measures does Austria take to ensure that
automated mobility develops as a fuirtful addition to
the mobility system? We present the measures with
which AustriaTech supports the positive development
of the new technology. >>> more
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What is automated mobility good for?
In the field of mobility automation is intended to
achieve three important objectives: Increasing safety,
promoting sustainability and to add value to the
economic system. But what does that mean in
concrete terms? Find out more with the help of some
specific use-cases. >>> more
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Tipp

TRA2020 is still looking for qualified reviewers. Apply now and become part of the Transport
Research Arena 2020 in Helsinki.
Visit us at this year's "Logistik Dialog" on 11-12 April in Vienna.
Save the date: International Conference on Connected Vehicles and Expo - 4-9 November
2019
Can't get enough of automated mobility? Check out CAVita's recent newsletter.
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